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Abstract—While online communities are important platforms
for various social activities, many online communities fail to survive, which motivates researchers to investigate factors affecting
the growth and survival of online communities. We comprehensively examine the effects of a wide variety of social network
features on the growth and survival of communities in Reddit. We
show that several social network features, including clique ratio,
density, clustering coefficient, reciprocity and centralization, have
significant effects on the survival of communities. In contrast, we
also show that social network features examined in this paper
only have weak effects on the growth of communities. Moreover,
we conducted experiments predicting future growth and survival
of online communities from social network features. The results
show that social network features are useful for predicting the
survival of communities but not for predicting their growth.

I. I NTRODUCTION
People join online communities for several purposes, such
as sharing knowledge, socializing with each other, obtaining
support for health-related issues, and developing software [1],
[2]. These online communities serve as important platforms
for both work-related and personal concerns [1].
What makes an online community successful? Why do
some communities successfully grow over time while others
do not? The answers to these fundamental research questions
have important implications for administrators managing their
communities, for members wanting to join active communities,
and for designers of online community platforms wanting to
provide better services to users [3]. Unfortunately, many online
communities die in the early stages of their lives [4]. For
instance, on Facebook, users create over 100,000 new communities per day, but 13% of them produce no content after the
first day and 57% of them have stopped all activity within three
months [4]. Therefore, considerable effort by researchers in
several disciplines, including computer human interaction [4]–
[8], web science [9]–[11], and social science [12], [13], has
been devoted to clarifying factors affecting the success of
online communities.
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Thanks to the efforts of many researchers, several key
factors affecting the success of online communities have been
revealed. Example key factors include community size [14],
diversity [5], member turnover [15], leadership [6], membership, and topic overlaps with other communities [7], [16].
However, since the success of online communities is a very
complex phenomenon, we have only a partial understanding
of its mechanisms, and analyzing the factors determining the
success of online communities is still a hot research topic [1],
[15]–[18].
This paper continues the line of above-mentioned studies
aimed at understanding the factors affecting the success of
online communities, and comprehensively examines the effects of social network structure on the success of an online
community. Among several aspects of the success of online
communities, we particularly focus on two aspects of success:
growth and survival, which have been actively studied in existing studies [8], [9], [16], [19]. Although the effects of some
features of the social networks of community members on the
growth and survival of online communities have been already
investigated [9], [19], there still remain several uninvestigated
features. A seminal work by Backstrom et al. [19] investigated
social network features affecting community growth. The investigated features included the clustering coefficient [20] and
the number of links in the social network of the community.
Subsequently, Kairam et al. [9] examined the effects of density,
clustering coefficient, clique ratio, and the fraction of the giant
component on the growth and survival of communities. This
paper extends the work by Kairam et al. [9], and makes
an exploratory examination of the effects of a wide variety
of social network features, which include centralization [21],
features related to cluster structures [22], and features of the
dyadic relation between nodes [23], [24].
We particularly focus on the popular online discussion
forum Reddit1 , and address the following three research questions related to the growth and survival of Reddit communities.
(RQ1) What are the structural characteristics of social
networks affecting growth?
(RQ2) What are the structural characteristics of social
networks affecting survival?
(RQ3) How effective are social network features for
predicting future growth and survival?
1 https://www.reddit.com/
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Fig. 1: Overview of the analyses: Construct the social network of each community from threaded conversations in the
community. Determine the features of the constructed social
network. Investigate the correlation between the social network
features of a community and its growth ratio and remaining
lifetime.

To answer these questions, we investigate the relation between the social network features of Reddit communities and
their future growth and survival. Reddit consists of several
subreddits, each of which is a forum for discussing a certain
topic. We regard each subreddit as a community, and users
who post messages and comments as community members.
For each community, we construct a social network that
represents commenting relationships in the community. We
then investigate the relation between the features of the social
network constructed for each community and its future growth
and survival. Figure 1 gives an overview of our research
methodology, which will be explained in Section III.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
• We comprehensively investigate the effects of 15 social
network features on the growth and survival of online
communities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study to systematically investigate the effects of such
wide variety of social network features.
• We reveal social network features that significantly affect
the survival of online communities. Because we consider
a wide variety of features, we find features not investigated in the previous studies that have significant effects.
• We construct classifiers to predict the growth and survival
of online communities, and show that social network
features are effective for predicting survival but not for
predicting growth.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Research of online communities can be categorized into two
main categories: research on the factors affecting the behaviors
of individual members in a community and research on the factors affecting the success of communities. The second category
can be further divided into two categories: research focusing

on intra-community features and research focusing on intercommunity features. This study focuses on intra-community
features affecting the success of online communities.
Analyzing the behavior of individual members in online
communities is currently a hot research topic. Since continuous
participation and contributions by individual members are
important for the growth and survival of online communities,
factors that motivate individual members to participate in
communities have been extensively investigated [13], [25]. Because gaining new members and encouraging their continuous
participation are also important, several studies particularly
focus on new members and analyze the factors affecting
the longevity of their participation [17], [26]–[28]. Members
who only consume the content of a community and do
not contribute to the community are called lurkers, and the
existence of such members is considered to be a problem for
building sustainable online communities [29], [30]. Therefore,
why members become lurkers has been investigated [29], and
methods for detecting lurkers among community members
have also been proposed [31].
Another line of studies investigates intra-community features that affect online community success. Butler [14] investigated the effects of activity and membership size on the
sustainability of a community. Zhu et al. [6] examined the
effects of leadership, and Kraut and Fiore [4] examined the
role of the founder’s activities on online community success.
In WikiProjects, diversity [5] and member turnover [15] have
been shown to affect the productivity of communities. Sharma
and Choudhury [32] investigated linguistic features affecting
social support in online mental health communities. Many
other intra-community features affecting online community
success have been discussed in survey papers [1], [3].
Among the intra-community features, the importance of
social network features on the success of communities has
been suggested [12], and the effects of some social network
features have already been empirically shown [8], [9], [11],
[19], [33], [34]. Seminal work investigating factors affecting
community growth was conducted by Backstrom et al. [19].
They investigated the effects of the clustering coefficient and
the number of links in a social network on the growth of online
blogging communities and communities of researchers. Ducheneaut et al. [8] investigated the effects of several network
features on the survival of online gaming communities. The
features they considered included community size, density,
centrality, the size of the giant component, and the number
of connected components. Following these studies, Kairam
et al. [9] investigated the effects of several network features
(density, clustering coefficient, clique ratio, and the fraction
of the giant component) on the growth and survival of communities in online social networking services. Patil et al. [11]
investigated the effects of the clustering coefficient and degree
distribution on the stability of online gaming communities
and communities of researchers. Our work follows the line of
these studies, and investigates the effects of 15 social network
features, to be introduced in Section III, on the growth and
survival of communities. While existing studies examine the

effects of a few social network features on community success
based on some hypotheses, we explore the effects of a wider
variety of features.
While most studies, including this study, focus on intracommunity features, recently, the effects of inter-community
features on community success have been investigated. Zhu et
al. [7], [16] investigated how the success of a community is
influenced by relations with other communities. They showed
that membership overlap [16] and topic overlap [7] with
other communities have significant effects on the success of a
community. Vincent et al. [18] investigated the relationships
between content in Wikipedia and two other online communities (Reddit and Stack Overflow). Although these studies focus
on a different type of factor to that in our work (i.e., external
rather than internal factors), both approaches are necessary for
a better understanding of online community success.
Recently, Reddit has been attracting the attention of many
researchers because Reddit is a unique platform that is used
by many users worldwide for a wide variety of purposes [35]–
[37]. Choi et al. [38] analyzed conversations on Reddit, and
found factors affecting virality. Lin et al. [10] investigated
changes in Reddit communities after a sudden growth of
the number of community members. Liang [39] constructed
a model for predicting thread ratings in Q&A communities
on Reddit. Buntain and Golbeck [40] proposed a method for
identifying the roles of users on Reddit from their position
in the social network structure. Although, many studies have
analyzed Reddit data, to the best of our knowledge, this is
the first study investigating factors affecting the growth and
survival of Reddit communities.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Dataset
For this study, we used publicly available comment data
from a popular online discussion forum, Reddit2 . Reddit users
can create subreddits, each of which can be considered as a
community. In each subreddit, each user can make a post,
comment on a post, or comment on another comment using a
bulletin board system. From the comment data, we can extract
commenting relationships between members, which can be
used to construct social networks for each Reddit community.
Thus, Reddit data can be used to investigate the relation
between the social network structure of a community and its
growth and survival.
From the available data, we determined target communities
for analysis. Since the dynamics of community evolution is
expected to be different between communities created in the
early days when Reddit was just launched and those created in
the mature stage of Reddit, we decided to analyze communities
created during a restricted time frame to eliminate the effect
of the community creation period. To analyze the growth and
survival of communities, we require an observation period of
a certain length. Considering this requirement, the time frame
2 We obtained the dataset from the URL https://files.pushshift.io/reddit/
comments/.

was determined to be the 6-month period from January 2013
to June 2013. Note that the creation date of a community
is when the first comment is made by someone. From the
comment dataset, we obtained all comments posted in all
communities between January 2009 and November 2017. We
then extracted communities created during the 6-month period
from January 2013 to June 2013. We excluded communities
where comments are observed in only one month or the
number of comments is less than 100, which gave 4,823
communities.
B. Overview of Analyses
We take monthly snapshots of each community and use
them to analyze the relationship between social network
features and measures for quantifying the growth and survivability of communities. Following Kairam et al. [9], we
investigated the 2nd-month and 6th-month snapshots.
We adopt ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis
for investigating the effects of social network features on
the future growth and survival of communities (RQ1–2). The
dependent and independent variables will be explained in the
following subsection. We then construct models to predict
the future growth and survival of communities from the
independent variables using machine learning, and investigate
the prediction accuracy of the constructed models (RQ3).
C. Network Construction
For each snapshot of each community, we construct a
social network representing relationships among community
members. A social network is represented as a directed unweighted graph G = (V, E). A set of nodes V represents
the set of members who posted comments in the community
during the month. A directed link (u, v) ∈ E represents that
member u comments on a comment or a post by member v.
Following [9], the frequency of comments between members
is simply ignored, so the social network is represented as an
unweighted graph. Note that members whose posts do not
receive any comments are not included in the social network.
Also note that for calculating some social network measures
defined for undirected networks, we ignore link direction.
D. Measures
1) Dependent variables: As the dependent variable for
community growth, we use the N -month growth rate for the
m-th month. The N -month growth rate of a community for
the snapshot of the m-th month is defined as
r(N, m) =

c(m+N )−c(m)
N
c(m)
m

,

(1)

where c(m) is the total number of comments posted in the m
months since community creation. A similar measure is also
used by Kairam et al. [9], but they focus on the growth rate
of the number of subscribed community members. In contrast,
this study focuses on the actual activity of communities
and, therefore, uses the number of comments rather than the

TABLE I: Social network features used as independent variables
Variable label
ave. deg.
density
clustering
clique
modularity
num. cluster
GC
num. comp.
assortativity
reciprocity
diameter
path
deg. cent.
bet. cent.
clo. cent.

Description
average degree
edge density
clustering coefficient [20]
the fraction of nodes belonging to the largest clique [9]
modularity [22] obtained with the Louvain algorithm [44]
number of clusters obtained with the Louvain algorithm [44]
fraction of the giant component
number of connected components
degree assortativity [24]
reciprocity [23]
maximum of shortest path lengths
average of shortest path lengths
centralization based on degree [21]
centralization based on betweenness centrality [21]
centralization based on closeness centrality [21]

number of subscribed members for quantifying community
growth.
As the dependent variable for community survival, we use
remaining lifetime. The remaining lifetime of a community
for the snapshot of the m-th month is defined as the number
of months where at least one comment is observed after the
snapshot is taken.
2) Independent variables: Independent variables related to
social network structures are shown in Tab. I. These measures have been widely used for quantifying the structural
characteristics of social networks (e.g., [41], [42]) and are
selected from survey papers on the measurement of complex
network structures [23], [43]. The relation of the variables
density, clustering, clique, and GC to the growth and survival
of online communities has been investigated by Kairam et
al. [9]; the other variables have not previously been considered
in this context. When calculating modularity, num. cluster,
diameter, and path, we considered only the largest component
of a graph and link direction was ignored (i.e., the graph was
treated as an undirected graph). For obtaining modularity, and
num. cluster, a popular cluster detection algorithm called the
Louvain algorithm [44] was used. When calculating ave. deg.,
and the three centralization measures, we ignored the link
direction.
As further independent variables, we also use basic features
quantifying the activity-level of communities: num. comments,
num. members, and growth rate. For the m-th month snapshot,
the variable num. comments is defined as the number of
comments posted in the month, the variable num. members
is defined as the number of members who post at least one
comment in the m-th month, and the variable growth rate is
defined as (c(m) − c(m − 1))/(c(m − 1) − c(m − 2)).
In addition to each feature for the m-th month snapshot, the
average of the feature in the past m months is also used as
an independent variable. Therefore, we have 36 independent
variables: 15 social network features, 3 basic features for
the m-th month snapshot, and the past averages of these 18
features.
In the following analyses, we excluded communities with
less than 10 nodes in the network snapshots since it is

TABLE II: Statistics of the target communities

Number of communities
Ave. number of comments
Ave. number of nodes
Ave. 3-month growth rate
Ave. 6-month growth rate
Ave. remaining lifetime [month]

2nd month
1226
702.6
76.8
1.29
1.63
30.4

6th month
926
1201.4
126.7
1.58
1.21
33.8

TABLE III: Results of regression analyses for the 3-month
growth rate (*:p < 0.05, **:p < 0.01)
Dependent variable: 3-month growth rate
2nd month
6th month
Std. Coeff. Std. Coeff.
num. members
0.0603
-0.254**
density
density (ave.)
0.354**
0.0931*
clustering (ave.)
-0.112**
-0.167**
num. comp. (ave.)
-0.0972*
assortativity (ave.)
0.172**
reciprocity (ave.)
-0.200**
path
0.0701
deg. cent. (ave.)
-0.0975
0.268**
bet. cent. (ave.)
0.107*
Num. of observations
1226
926
R2
0.0175
0.0430

meaningless to calculate network features of such small social
networks. Several statistics of the communities used in the
following analyses are shown in Tab. II.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Features Affecting the Growth of Online Communities
We first tackle RQ1: What are the structural characteristics
of social networks affecting growth? To answer this question,
regression analyses were conducted. The dependent variables
were 3-month growth rate and 6-month growth rate. For
constructing the regression models, backward stepwise linear
regression based on Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) was
used since the independent variables are correlated with each
other.
Tables III and IV show the results of the regression analyses.
The regression coefficients shown in the tables are standardized. Dashes indicate that the variable was not selected via
the stepwise method. For the snapshot of the 2nd month, we
couldn’t obtain a statistically significant model for the 6-month
growth rate. Note that in the analyses for the snapshot of the
6th month, we manually excluded the variables clique, clique
(ave.), diameter, and diameter (ave.) from the independent
variables to avoid multicolinearlity and obtain interpretable
results.
These results show that the constructed models achieve only
low R2 values, which suggests that future activity growth

TABLE IV: Results of regression analyses for the 6-month
growth rate (*:p < 0.05, **:p < 0.01)

TABLE V: Results of regression analysis for remaining lifetime (*:p < 0.05, **:p < 0.01)

Dependent variable: 6-month growth rate
2nd month
6th month
Std. Coeff. Std. Coeff.
growth rate
0.0951**
num. members
0.126*
-0.143*
num. members (ave.)
clustering (ave.)
-0.131*
GC
0.0806
assortativity (ave.)
0.130*
reciprocity (ave.)
-0.143**
0.185*
deg. cent. (ave.)
Num. of observations
1226
926
R2
n.s.
0.0439

Dependent variable: remaining lifetime
2nd month
6th month
Independent variables Std. Coeff. Std. Coeff.
growth rate
-0.226**
num. comments
0.117*
-0.152*
num. members
ave. deg.
0.0964**
density
-0.313**
-0.179**
density (ave.)
-0.444**
clustering
0.0761
-0.164**
clustering (ave.)
clique (ave.)
0.108
0.273**
num. cluster
0.0982**
0.170**
-0.108*
GC (ave.)
reciprocity (ave.)
0.186**
deg. cent. (ave.)
-0.145**
clo. cent. (ave.)
-0.109**
Num. of observations
1226
926
0.175
0.245
R2

cannot be well explained by the independent variables used in
our analyses. In particular, for the snapshot of the 2nd month,
most of the variables are either not significant or not selected
for both the 3-month growth rate and the 6-month growth rate.
Summary of answers to RQ1: There are no clear social
network characteristics that have a large influence on the future
growth of communities.
B. Features Affecting the Survival of Online Communities
We next tackle RQ2: What are the structural characteristics
of social networks affecting survival? To answer this question,
we conducted additional regression analyses. The procedures
were the same as those in the previous subsection, but the
dependent variable was remaining lifetime.
Table V shows the results of regression analyses when the
dependent variable is remaining lifetime. Note that in the
analyses, we excluded the variable clique from the independent
variables to avoid multicollinearity and obtain interpretable
results.
In contrast to the results for growth rate, we can see that
the obtained models achieve reasonable R2 values, which
suggests that social network features have a considerable
influence on the remaining lifetime of communities. We should
note that since there are many factors affecting the lifetime
of communities, the value of R2 is not so high, but it is
comparable level to those in existing studies using regression
analysis for exploring factors affecting community success
(e.g., [7]).
Looking at the effect of each variable, the following findings
are obtained (a more detailed discussion will be given in
Section V).
• Density has the largest effect among the variables. The
effect is negative, suggesting that communities in which
members are densely connected with each other tend not
to survive a long time.
• Centralization has relatively large negative effects, suggesting that highly centralized communities tend not to
survive a long time.

The number of clusters has a relatively large positive
effect, suggesting that communities composed of multiple
groups of members tend to survive a long time.
• Clustering has a significant effect only for the 2nd-month
snapshot. This effect is negative, which suggests that
communities with high clustering in their early stages
tend not to survive long.
• Reciprocity and clique ratio have significant effects only
for the 6th-month snapshot. These effects are positive,
which suggests that long surviving communities tend to
form large cores and many reciprocal relationships as they
evolve over time.
• Growth rate also has significant negative effect, which
suggests that the sudden growth of a community has a
negative impact on its lifetime.
To clearly show the differences between long-surviving and
short-surviving communities, we compare density, clustering,
and clo. cent., which have large effects on the remaining
lifetime between them. Figure 2 shows the box plots for
comparing density, clustering, and clo. cent. for the snapshots
of the 2nd month between long-surviving and short-surviving
communities. Here, communities whose remaining lifetime is
more than or equal to 24 are classified as long-surviving,
and others are classified as short-surviving. These results
show that long-surviving communities tend to have lower
density, clustering coefficient, and centralization based on
closeness than short-surviving communities. Mann–Whitney
U test shows that these differences are statistically significant
(p < 0.01).
Summary of answers to RQ2: Several social network
features are significant and have a considerable influence on
the survival of communities. Long surviving communities tend
•
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We finally tackle RQ3: How effective are social network
features for predicting future growth and survival? We conducted experiments to predict the future growth and survival
of communities from their social network features. For the
snapshots of the 2nd month and the 6th month, we constructed
classifiers using Random Forests [46] to predict future growth
and survival of online communities from the features. The
number of decision trees was 500, and
√ each decision tree
was trained with randomly selected ⌊ f ⌋ features, where
f is the number of features used in the model. For each
experimental setting, we constructed three types of classifier:
Full, Network, and Activity. The classifier Full is constructed
from all features, Network is constructed from all networkrelated features, and Activity is constructed from features
related to basic activity (i.e., num. comments, num. members,
and growth rate). Prediction accuracies of the constructed
classifiers were evaluated by 10-fold cross-validation.
We first examine the growth prediction. The task here is
to predict whether the N -month growth rate of a community
will be over a threshold value. This task is intended to find
growing communities. Here, we show the results for only the
3-month growth rate, but we obtained similar results for the
6-month growth rate. As the threshold values, we used the
3rd quartile of the 3-month growth rate. The threshold was
1.15 for the snapshot of the 2nd month and 1.41 for the
snapshot of the 6th month. Figure 3 shows the prediction
accuracy of the constructed models using the F1 -measure [47].
Prediction accuracies of random guess (dented as random) are
also included in the figure. Figure 3 shows that the prediction
accuracy of the Full model is lower than that of the Activity
model and random guess. This suggests that social network
features are not effective for predicting growing communities.
We next tackle the prediction of survival of communities.
The task here is to predict whether the remaining lifetime of a
community is under a threshold value. The aim is to identify
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dying communities in advance. As the threshold values, we
used the 1st quartile of the remaining lifetime. The threshold
was 16 for the snapshot of the 2nd month and 30 for the
snapshot of the 6th month. Figure 4 shows the F1 -measure
of the constructed models. These results show that the Full
model achieves higher prediction accuracy than the Activity
model and random guess, which suggests the effectiveness of
social network features for predicting the survival of online
communities.
Summary of answers to RQ3: Social network features are
effective for predicting community lifetime but not community
growth.
V. D ISCUSSION
A. Findings and Implications
Validation of findings in existing studies: Our results show
that several features significantly affect the remaining lifetime
of community, supporting the findings of previous studies.
Communities with high clustering and high density tend to
have a shorter lifetime, while communities with a high clique
ratio tend to survive a long time. These results are consistent
with the findings of Kairam et al. [9]. Therefore, these features

can be expected to affect the survival of several types of online
community.
Effects of centralization: Our results show that communities with high centralization tend to have a shorter lifetime.
A highly centralized structure may cause specific members to
be overloaded, a factor which is suggested to have a negative
impact on the success of online communities [3], [48], [49].
We expect this is the reason why centralization has a negative
effect on the lifetime of communities in this case. However,
we should note that, for open source software development
projects, different results are reported. Tsugawa et al. [33]
found that centralization had positive effects on community
success, while Toral et al. [34] found that centralization had
no significant effects on community success. Although the
measures of success in these studies [33], [34] are softwarerelated metrics, which are different from those in our studies,
this does suggest that centralization may have different effects
for different types of community.
Features not investigated in existing studies: To the
best of our knowledge, the positive effects of reciprocity and
the number of clusters on the lifetime of communities have
not been shown in previous studies. A higher number of
clusters implies that these communities cover diverse topics.
Therefore, our finding that communities with a higher number
of clusters tend to survive a long time is consistent with the
existing finding that diversity affects community success [5].
Theoretically, reciprocity is a determinant of sociability that
affects the success of online communities [2]. Our finding is
consistent with this theory.
Poor predictive power of social network features for
activity growth: Although existing studies [9], [19] show
that social network features are effective predictors for the
growth in the number of subscribed community members, our
results suggest they are poor predictors of activity growth. In
online communities there are lurkers [30], who only consume
community content and make no contributions. The existence
of such members may be the source of the difference between
the success of membership growth prediction in existing
studies and the failure of activity growth prediction in this
study.
Practical implications: Our results reveal the social network structure of communities that tend to survive a long time.
In summary, communities with a core-periphery structure, a
high number of clusters, low clustering, low density, and low
centralization tend to survive. These features can be used as
criteria for checking the health of communities, and it may be
useful for community administrators to monitor these features.
Moreover, our findings may be useful for designing social
bots [50] for activating communities. If interventions by social
bots can control the communication patterns of community
members, it might be possible to increase the lifetime of
communities.
B. Limitations and Future Work
We recognize that there are some limitations of this study,
and these suggest directions for future work. First, the gen-

eralizability of the results obtained in this study should be
validated in future research. Since different factors affect
the success of different types of community [3], features
affecting the success of Reddit communities may not have an
effect in other communities. Moreover, the topics addressed in
Reddit communities are highly diverse [35], [38], and features
affecting growth and survival might differ by topic (e.g., the
features affecting Q&A communities and those affecting sports
news communities might be different). Exploring the relation
between a community’s topic and features affecting its growth
and survival is an interesting future avenue of research.
Second, the prediction accuracy of constructed models
should be improved for practical use. Although we show that
social network features are effective for predicting the survival
of online communities, the accuracy is not high enough for
practical scenarios. More features, such as linguistic [51] and
inter-community [7], [16] features, should be incorporated to
further improve the model.
Third, why activity growth cannot be predicted from social
network structure is still unclear. External factors or the topic
of the community may have an impact on activity growth. But
more effort is still needed to clarify this.
Fourth, more focus should be given to the temporal aspects
of communities. Following Kairam et al. [9], we considered
snapshots of communities in only their 2nd and 6th months.
However, since communities evolve over time, temporal and
dynamical analyses [52] would give more information than
snapshot-based analyses. Example research questions are:
How do temporal changes of social network structure affect the
growth and survival of communities? What are the network’s
structural characteristics immediately before the death of a
community? Are there any structural characteristics that appear
or must be present before the sudden growth of a community?
Answering these questions would take us one step further
toward understanding the dynamics of community evolution.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have investigated how the social network structure of
an online community affects its future growth and survival.
In particular, we have investigated the effects of 15 social
network features on the growth-rate and remaining lifetime
of communities in Reddit. Our results have shown that social
network features used in this paper do not have large influence
on growth rate. In contrast, several social network features
have significant and considerable effects on the lifetime of
communities. We found that long surviving communities tend
to have the following characteristics: Their social networks are
not densely connected, not highly centralized, composed of
multiple clusters, have low clustering in their early days, and
have a large core and many reciprocal links in their late stage.
We also conducted experiments to predict future community
growth and survival. Although the prediction accuracy is not
high, we have shown that social network features are effective predictors of the future survivability of communities. In
contrast, social network features make almost no contribution
toward predicting the future growth of communities.
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